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"Fear less, hope more; eat less, chew more; whine less, breathe more; talk less, say more; hate less, love
more; and all good things are yours. "
Swedish Proverb
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International
Dalai Lama's nephew
hit by car, killed on florida walk
The Dalai Lama's nephew was killed by
an SUV last week while on the first' leg of
a
march in Florida for Tibetan independence from China. Jigtne K. Norbu,
45, was walkingalong the white line of the
highway when he was hit.
The driver, 3
Keith R. O'Dell
of Palm Coast, Florida, was not charged.
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Charges may be near in
National
John Edwards investigation
A
grand jury investigation of
two-ye- ar

John Edwards may have reached a decisive
point. However, the Justice Department has
not yet given permission to charge the former presidential candidate.
Prosecutors believe Edwards violated election laws by trying to cover up his affair with
campaign videographer, Rielle Hunter.
An indictment could come within days.
(NBC News)
a

Local

Police officer killed

in

northeast ohio
Authorities in northeast Ohio said a police officer was fatally struck while directing morning rush-hotraffic at a busy intersection. Daniel Stiles, 46, died at Akron
City Hospital about three hours after the
accident Tuesday morning. Capt. Stiles has
been with the Uniontown Police Department for two years. Prior to that, he worked
with the Hartville Police Department for
about 1 5 years.

The College hearts female orgasm
Gina Christo
News Editor

Medical Center Sexual Assault and Violence
Intervention Program.
Miller, who is the
of the book
"I Heart Female Orgasm," got his master's
degr ee in Sexuality and Society from Hrown
University. !e lias more than six years of experience running HIV and STI) prevention
programs. More recently, he has worked with
the Prevention Kducation programs manager
at the Research and Fvaluation of Fenway
Community Health Center in Roston. Miller
is also the founder of Boston's RiHealth program and Safer Sex Educator Team. Named
"Person to Watch" by USA Today, he has led
n
counseling with
clients
and trained and led a team of 50 educators to
conduct outreach and education about safer
sex, STDs and sexuality.
This event was put together by the Feminist Advocacy Organization, a new women's
group on campus that is run by Kristin Whit-loc- k
'1
and Amy Sondles 'l 1. It was decided
at the first meeting of FAO that women's
sexual health was a top priority for the club.
Whitlock and Katie Rail '1 were particularly
confident that the "I Heart Female Orgasm"
presentation would be an excellent way to
bring students attention to matters of sexual
co-auth-

Friday, Feb. 11, sexperts
Marshall Miller and Rachel
Dart taught 40 percent of Wooster
students about everything from multiple orgasms and female ejaculation
to the mysterious
Dart and
Miller's presentation utilized humor
as well as a frankness that made many
seniors revisit the presentation they
had previously seen as first years.
Dart and Miller both have extensive educations on the topics they
preach about. Dart was very upfront
about the fact that she has been her
friends' sexual advice go-t- o since she
was in high school. On a more formal
level, when in college at New York
University she worked at the Office of Health Promotion where she
learned to teach sexual health workshops. Using the training from her
undergraduate experience, she went
on to provide emergency room crisis
counseling for survivors of intimate
partner violence through Mt. Sinai
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health and sexual liberation.
This issue is particularly important to
Whitlock, the FAO
who spent
her junior and senior Independent Studies
examining how sexual education has impact-- "
ed young people. Whitlock's passion for the
subject of promoting sex positively and empowering sex education provided much fuel
for the success of the event.
"We have a lot of catch-u- p
to do in the
United States on educating people about
women's sexuality, and I though this event
would be a fun way to help contribute to
that," she said.
"I Heart Female Orgasm" is a unique presentation in the sexual health field. While
there are many ways to look at sexual heath,
this presentation focuses on the physical and
emotional aspects of a healthy sex life. The
curriculum of these workshops is aimed specifically at college students because it promotes self-loin an environment that is often so busy students often forget to respect
their bodies and sexual identities.
This event provided a wide pool of knowledge on a unique topic. It was well received
by the campus, and with any luck with return
once again in years to come.
co-presid- ent,

ve

Company creates legal "magic brownies"

ur

A Memphis-base- d
d
company has recently
a completely legal product called "Lazy Cakes."
have
Lazy Cakes
melatonin and calming herbs baked into them. They have been called a' "legal pot brownie."
The company claims to put a smile on your face and help your problems melt away.
Although generally considered safe for adults, children are very susceptible to the effects of the product.
One Cincinnati man gave his two year-old
nephew a small piece of brownie, causing the boy to pass out
vvnat we ve seen witn the kids is that they go to sleep and adults
sometime have a hard time waking them up," said Dr. Ann
n
of Baptist Memorial Health Care. "Sometimes the kids have been
taken to the emergency room and even in the emergency room there is
no way to wake them up."
"A lot of adults will take it to help go to sleep and get a good night
sleep. The problem is the actual brownie has four times the amount that
you would get in a normal capsule " said Dr.
makers
of Lazy Cakes have said the product is clearly marked as being intended
for adults only. In large doses, the brownie could potentially be lethal.
The company's website says they trust consumers to make educated decisions about what they choose to consume." Lazy Cakes can be bought
-online. The companv cites a 2002 renort that savs some nediarririans ,
mass-markete-
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mph

Building work on a car designed to break
the 1,000 mph barrier has started. The
manufacturing of the Bloodhound SSC is
a major milestone for the
team
behind it and formally marks the end of a
painstaking design process led by chief enUK-bas-

ed

gineer, Mark Chapman.
"We spent two and a half years building
up concepts and pretty much eight months
ago we cracked the aerodynamic shape that
is completely stable up to 1.3 mach (858
mph) and creates ho lift." (CNN News)
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recommend melatonin to help children with insomnia. (FOX19)
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melatonin (Photo courtesy AP).

MacLeod's offers new conveniences but higher prices
Abby Gordon.
Chief Copy Editor
students have noticed
grumbled about the
prices for food and beverage items in
Macl'od's, the campus convenience
store, which are generally much
higher than the prices for those same
items elsewhere. Similarly, many
have criticized the
of Starbucks Coffee to the campus.
Some students view Starbucks as
unnecessarily expensive.
According to Chuck Wagers, the
director of campus dining services, there are two primary reasons
why items at MacLeod's cost more
than elsewhere. First, he explained,
rt
and Drug Mart
stores like
"are national companies with much
larger purchasing power than The
College of Wooster. In terms of
volume, we buy cases of products.

Many
and

re-introdu-

ction

Wal-Ma-
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ated MacLeod's convenience store,
balancing product popularity with
product availability and product
merchandising space availability."
Wagers explained that many products, such as the Odwalla beverages,
are owned by Coca-Co- la
companies
but are delivered separately from the

Cola," have served to supplement
the gap left by the removal of
Odwalla juices.
"For merchandising space we focused on the core products of our
business in the area of. juice and energy drinks," Wagers said.
Wagers also confirmed the in
flated prices in MacLeod's
COnd reaSOIl WagtTS gave also do not pay for newer,
more luxurious food options,
is
"the College
students who were here
wage such as sushi or Gourniet-on-thc-G- o
when MacLeod's did not ex- - ancJ l)enefit
canned meals.
CQsts are much
ist and convenience items
0
,
Wagers said, "The pricing
were sold in Mom's Truck 1 11311 3 typical small retail outlet." in MacLeod's pays for the
Stop, or even further back
cost "to the College of the
when these items were sold
items and the cost of labor
at Java Hut (now Pop's Sub Stop),
majority of Coke products stocked and benefits."
may have also noticed an absence of
by the College.
Younger students may not realize
certain products, such as Odwalla
lie then noted that the College the College actually carried Starjuices and smoothies and a w ider sestill offers popular alternatives
bucks Coffee through the spring of
lection of energy drinks.
to former products. For example,
'JOOS. Wagers gave two reasons for
Wagers said, "We
Fuze juice beverages, w hich he said the initial switch: "In our quest to
our product selection when we cre- - are "readily available from Coca- - source more local foods we found

Jfo
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re-config-
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those companies buy truckloads."
Most manufacturers offer lower
prices on larger bulk purchases. The
shipping charges on one truckload
compared to multiple smaller orders
would also be higher.
The second reason Wagers gave
is that "the College staff wage and
benefit costs are much high- or than a typical small retail

staff
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local roaster: Caruso's in
Ohio" and the price for
Starbucks became cost prohibitive."
a good

Mrecksville.

According to Wagers, there are
also two reasons the schools has reintroduced Starbucks to the campus.
"Starbucks is a high quality brand
with a devoted following, and Starbucks realized they had priced themselves out of a lot of business and
has now presented a very competitive program," Wagers explained.

Starbucks

currently

served

company, is still available in I.owrv,
Kittredge and Mom's. "At this point
we do not intend to expand Starbucks to all campus locations as vve
feel vve currently have a successful
blend of high-en- d
Starbucks and locally roasted coffees available," Wagers explained.
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in Old Main Cafe and MacLeod's.
Caruso's special Wooster blend,
roasted for the College by the local
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chocolate fourteen corr.r, :.'.: v.Li re. J.,rr,.":.r:.z, p..l-zelpineapple and strawberries is c:,!y cr.o cf C:.!j's attractions (Photo courtesy AP).
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The author of last
week's article on the
judicial board open
house is staff writer
Elliot Flautt. The
Voice apologizes for
the misprint.
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Studies indicate that isolation can negatively affect physical
tness (Photo courtesy AP).
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Ramsey Kincannon
Senior Staff Writer
After many twists and turns,
the people of Egypt are free of a
dictator and a national hero. Hos-Mubarak was initially loved by
the people of Egypt for his strong
front against Israel during a 1973
war between the two countries, so
much so that he was appointed by
ni

Anwar Sadat to be his vice president in 1975. After Sadat's assassination, Mubarak was appointed

president of Egypt

Check out the vir-

tual EDITION OF
new

Website!

M

in 1981.

with many of the protests turning violent. Many feared that this
violent wave would set back the
movement, however, protestors and Egyptian
police clung together in order to
defend against museum looting.
This proved to be a turning point
during the revolution, as Mubarak
told the police and the army to
start using live ammunition to
quell the revolution, but was rejected by Mohammad Tantawi
(Egypt's Minister of Defense) saying that the army was "to protect
the people."
From then on, Mubarak's days
in office were numbered. Demonstrations became more peaceful
people even starting picking up
trash in the streets
and Mubarak
started to prepare an exit strategy.
Although he first declared that he
would not seek reelection later that
year and promised constitutional
reform, his attempt to stay in power was rejected. Then, he tried to
find party loyalists (like VP Omar
Suleiman) to replace him so he
could step down but still keep some
power. Party loyalists starting protesting, openly fighting against the
pro-Democr-

1

atic

Initially Mubarak helped Egypt
in the international realm (rejoining the Arab League, for instance)
and also helped Egypt work out
its major debt, his economic plans
eventually failed. Furthermore,
Mubarak's party had become a
symbol for corruption by the '90s,
with secret police carrying out torturous acts. Additionally, Mubarak
President Mubarak has stepped down from power, however
kept Egypt's Emergency Law in
place
much of his cabinet remains (Photo courtesy AP).
including a suspension of
all constitutional rights
which
further outraged many Egyptians.
Groups like the Muslim Brotherto a new, democratically elected govInspired by the successful uphood and the Wafd party have aternment.
rising in Tunisia, important activThis leaves Egypt and much of tempted to lead, but aren't being
ists like Wael Ghonim and Asmaa
met with overwhelming support.
the world in an unknown situation.
Mahfouz (a woman who created a
Since the success of the Egyp- protestors.
Former British Prime Minister
viral video encouraging people to
As protests raged on, Mubarak
Tony Blair has called Mubarak a tian revolution, protests ' have
protest) started spreading
spawned throughout the Middle
"force for good," and Isthe message to the people
East, in countries like Yemen, BahBenraeli
Prime
Minister
he
declared
of Egypt that it was time
jamin Netenyahu asked rain, Algeria and Iran. During a
he would
to overthrow Mubarak. On
see reelection
U.S. and European allies
press conference, President Barack
Jan. 25, the people of Egypt
Obama said that Egypt "would nevto
dur
Mubarak
support
year and promised
started a revolution.
er be the same," and this is true for
protests,
the
lnese
ing
Though the main protests
reform, his
countries now have to many of the countries in the Midoccured in Tahrir Square
start a mending process dle East. Tunisia has already had a
to stay in power was rejected.
in Cairo, people flooded the
with the new Egyptian successful revolution, and many are
"
streets in Alexandria, Suez,
hopeful that these protests will lead
Internally,
government.
Mansoura and many other regions
ultimately decided to leave office Egypt is on a precarious perch,
to a true democratic presence in the
throughout Egypt, demanding a on Feb. 11
a day that coincides trying to usher in a new governMiddle East
after all, a similar
democratic ruler be elected.
with Nelson Mandela's release from ment while trying to avoid exrevolt led to the founding of the
The Egyptian police initially jail 2 1 years earlier. From there, the tremist ideology. Since there was United States.
responded with violence, but three Egyptian army has taken control, no individual face of the revolu(All information is from The
days after the protests started the and promised a
plan in tion, a new leader must step up Washington Post, Reuters, and
"Day of Rage" consumed Egypt, which power would be transferred
and reform Egyptian government. The Daily Telegraph).
.
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and relationship status in almost
9,000 adults.
Tests over several years at the
Cooper Clinic in Dallas, Texas
found that women who remained
single gained the most benefit from
fitness while those who get married
became less fit. Similarly, men who
divorced became fitter while men
who remarry tend to let themselves
go. It is speculated that this may be
less of a neurological reaction to exercise and instead single people being afraid of being unattractive and
married folks feeling secure enough
to let themselves go. This study,
however, examines the correlation
between physical fitness and relationship status. The rat study, done
at Princeton evaluated the neurological reception of physical fitness
in correlation to relationships.

Egypt sparks revolution; overthrows president

Correction:

WWW.THEWOOSTER-V01CE.CO-

the production of new neurons and
the aforementioned neural connections.
In a follow-u- p survey by scien- -.
tists at the University of Houston,
the same experiment was done with
female rats. The female rats who
were housed alone experienced significantly less neurogenesis then the
female rodents with roommates.
Even when they exercised for
the same amount of time or ran the
same distance, the neurological results were far different.
This is only one of a series of
recent studies on exercise and social life. One such study published
through the National Institutes of
Health indicates that humans who
are in monogamous relationships
may be less fit. Researchers
data about fitness habits

There has been much scrutiny
recently surrounding correlations
between human physical fitness
and one's social life. According to a
study done with rats, the body receives exercise better neurological-l- y
when the person is surrounded
by others or generally being socially. Although the study was based
on rats physiology is actually very
similar to humans.
This theory began at Princeton
University some time ago. The researchers were trying to replicate
an experiment in which the brains
of mice who were given free access to running wheels were flooded with new brain cells and then
performed better on rodent intelligence tests than those without
wheels. However, when they tried
to duplicate the study with rats, an
animal closer to humans than mice
in terms of physiology, the exercise
left the rats generally unaffected.
Finding this conclusion odd,
researches looked into the difference in housing between the rats
and the mice. They noticed that
the rats were kept in
cages. Rats are rather social
animals and so the researchers
wondered whether isolation could
somehow be undermining
the
physical benefits of exercise at a
cellular level. .
In order to test this theory, the
Princeton scientists divided young
male rats into groups of threes or
singles. After a week, they gave
half of each group access to running wheels. All of these rats ran,
but only rats with cage mates experienced the explosion of new neurons and neural connections like
the mice did. The rats who went
under isolation were quite slow in
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Gina Christo
News Editor

This Saturday, The College of Wooster wi'l hcU
its annual Gala celebration. C:.'l "Winter
die Lowry Ballroom w ill L e tr fornv.-il into
a winter wonderland for a nij.t of d .'.chgr.nJ fun.
The winter theme is unique to this year's cc LI. radection, and will be supplemented with snow-lik- e
orations as well as food treats.
The group supplying the tu:::s is called Green Thirteen. An alternative band based out of Chicago, tk.y
play everything from Lady Gaga to 'rank Sinatra. The
group will be taking requests, but will be going about
it in a unique way. Wooster students are asked to like
die Green Thirteen Facebook page, preferably before
the event. If there is a particular song you want to jam
out to, during the event you write it on the wall of
Green Thirteen's Facebook page.
This is an
event not to be missed.
It is like a high school prom without the awkward
teach er chaperones and eight hours of photos beforehand. The formal, which is sponsored by the
Wooster Activities Crew, will begin at 10 p.m. and
go until 1 a.m. It is open to all Wooster students and
G.i-land,-

GlNACHRISTO

Study claims loneliness affects exercise

Gala will he Writer Yc;;d,Jc;:d
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ing rooms look like.'' How much face time will you get with your doctor? Doctors will first look at Obamacare guidelines, then determine what kind of care
you receive. So much for what they learn in medical school.
Obama has a "command and control" agenda and his outreach to Republicans
will reflect his desire to win
not his desire to expand individual
freedom, r rom regulating the cars we drive, the food we eat, the light bulbs we
buy, we see our freedoms sliced away all in the name of false and fraudulent
claims of global warming.
re-electi-

electric cars are desired, if wind mills are the preferred enerirv for mn- sumption, then let the collapsing state of California show us the way. We do
not neea 50 states doing exactly the same thing at taxpayer expense with no
examples demonstrating success.
One simple example of the problems of electric cars is that cold weather

destroys the charge thereby making driving impractical if not impossible.
They have been known to catch on fire more easily, too. Further, Obama's push
ran is a tailure. Look at r ranee and see how uluon-ru- n
lor nign-spepublic
transporation brings the country to a halt because of a nation-wid- e
strike. This
is control. Automobiles represent freedom.
I reject much of what President Obama stands for because his message.
o
while pleasant, relies more on government solutions
at the expense of our
freedom
than on free market ingenuity. Few people on college campuses,
particularly at The College of Wooster, seem to embrace liberty over the soft
tyranny from Washington.
ed

Respectfully,
Mike Crowe

Houston, Texas
Class of '87

Have an opinion?

Ti:;: Voice welcomes

letters to the editors!

Liters cannot exceed

350 words in length and must he received
p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.

All letters must observe standard spelling and grammatical rules
and include contact information. The Voice reserves the right to

proofread and withhold letters. Please send letters via
to
I IDiorio-tot- h
(ijwooster.edu and ADominguezI l(j vsooster.com.
e-m-
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Staff Cartoonist Andrew

a symptom

of an

-

,

to occupy Palestine, more so than the
Palestinians, has become mainstream
political discourse.
Israel supporters who invoke
in response to these challenges fail to absolve the crimes that
have been committed in the name of

existen-tiall-

anti-Semiti-

'

enous people who were ousted and oppressed as a result of Zionist occupation are denied this right.

The Jewish right to Palestine is a
purely naive belief that derives from
a backwards and tribalistic expression of a cultural identity. Those
who practice" Judaism, like any other
religious community, have the right
to practice their beliefs, but should

never be permitted to force these
beliefs upon others. Aside from this
blind spot to its backwards cultural
and religious roots, liberals who
willingly denounce imperialist foreign policies tend to sorely miss the
imperialistic nature of Zionism.
Merriam-Webster- 's
dictionary
defines imperialism as "the policy,
practice, or advocacy of extending
the power and dominion of a nation especially by direct territorial
acquisitions or by gaining indirect
control over the political or economic life of other areas." Since the
end of the Nineteenth century, the
political and economic
of indigenous Palestinians
has been in the hands of
Jewish Zionists.
Contrary to the claims of "liberal"
adherents of the ideology, there is
nothing just, peaceful or egalitarian
about Zionism. Theft, occupation
and genocide are not just actions
of the state of Israel; they are the
reasons it continues to exist. Israel
has proven itself to be a dangerous
rogue state unwilling to compromise and committed to the total destruction of the indigenous people
dispossessed by its existence. The
human cost of maintaining a sovereign and exclusive Jewish state in
Palestine is plainly unacceptable.
self-determinat-

ion

non-nati-

ve

Dan Hanson

is a contributor to

Voice. He can

be reached

the

for comment at

DHansonl2wooster.edu.

Meal Plan should extend
know
I don't
I've looked

off-campus

how many times ogy, there's only one option for your driven through Taco Bell at close to
ht
up the menu at
food needs: Mom's.
a.m. because that penne pasta I had
Lowry with high hopes for a deli
While Mom's does prove to have for dinner just wasn't enough. Becious
dinner. delicious yet greasy food, it gets a cause of this, I believe if we were
However, is it little monotonous after spending
given the option of spending our
not unusual for four years here with essentially the Flex dollars at places like Panera late
my optimism to same menu. I personally believe night
runs could definitely be
come crashing that if Wooster's local restaurants cut down. And even if we do still
down
around
and
d
chains allowed us to feel the need to brush the snow off
with yet an- - use our flex dollars at their estabte
our cars and make that
LisaHazelton
other day of lishments, students would be much trek to get a Frosty and some curly
Gorky chicken, krabby patties and happier with the meal plans.
fries, the money we spend wouldn't
fried chicken chunks. (Seriously
At countless other schools there come directly out of our pockets.
fried chicken chunks are an actual
are a myriad of dining options, many
Not only would this new conmenu item). Don't get me wrong,
of which allow students to use their cept benefit the stomachs of the
there are days when I sincerely do equivalent of our Flex dollars or students at Wooster, but it would
have a hankering for nothing more C.O.W card money to buy food. It also benefit the restaurants we
than a bowl of gluten- visit. Giving us the option
free mac and cheese or a
schools to spend our Flex dollars
handmade deli sandwich.
at local chains would defia
opHowever, I also believe
nitely increase revenue. I
the money allotted on our tions,
which allow stu- know I would spend more
Flex dollars should be actime and money at Panera
use
cepted at local restaurants
Bread if I had this choice.
C.O.W
as well as Low ry. By incorIt only seems rational for

a

late-nig-

Holmes can be reached at AHolmesl3wooster.edu.

1

T-b- ell

fast-foo-

,

five-minu-

r

At countless other
there are myriad of dining
many of
dents to
their equivalent of
our Flex dollars or
card
money to buy food. It seems
like only the next logical step
for Wooster to follow in these
other schools' footsteps.

would have more variety
and would feel less constrained by the options in
Lowry, Kittridge, Mom's,
MacLeod's and Old Main.
As many students at Wooster may
have come to realize, our meal options are slightly limited. It doesn't
pose much of a problem during the
daylight hours, as Lowry is open until 8 p.m. and McLeod's is open until
midnight, but it does get more challenging to find that food item you're
craving after 12 p.m. Once it comes
time to pull that
you've
been dreading, just like you've been
dreading catching the flu from the
sick girl who sits next to you in biol
all-nigh-

ter

seems like only the next logical step
for Wooster to follow in these other
schools' footsteps. So many of us,
myself included, spend hundreds of
dollars each semester going to Taco
Bell or Panera Bread Co. because we
simply can't imagine having another
dinner at Lowry, searching the different stands for 10 minutes wondering how we can turn that salad we
eat every day into something new.
I seriously don't know (and don't
want to know) how many times I've

LOCH DOWH

thh

sm

national preservation. There 'is a clear
moral fallacy to an ideology which
states that anyone who follows the
Jewish religion is allowed to "return"
to a ritual homeland, while the indig-

y

by the Israeli Army numbered 976, resulting from just three Israeli civilian
deaths by Hamas' Qassam rockets.

porating other restaurants
in our meal plan, students

Viewpoints would love to hear what you think about current
events and issues
from campus developments to global
news. If you're interested in writing or want to comment on
what you've read here, email us at voicevvooster.edu.
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3

on,

If

by the Voice by

nature of Zionism tends to be widely
accepted and deemed legitimate. Despite the relatively recent historical
development of a Jewish state in Palestine, the discriminatory notion that
Jewish people have an inherent right

state fighting an. illegitimate insurgency. This double standard of the Palestinian terrorist versus the legitimate
Israeli Army is absurd given the wildly
uneven levels of retribution: during
the 2006 'War on Gaza, civilians killed

Dear Editors,

4

the two belligerents. Palestinian factions are widely portrayed as extremist religious ideologues, but the often
religious dogmatism and irrational

le-

violent relationship with the Palestinian people. The nature of this relationship is often skewed in the Western
media as the struggle of a civilized

8.

In response to Ryan Neff's assessment of President Obama's State of the
Union message, I can only shake my head. Obama loves to talk and make many
promises. He promised
would cover the Health Care reform debate,
which it did not. Every American will be impacted dramatically bv ObamacawrJ J
One example: If you add 30 million patients and zero doctors, what will wait

of

genocidal.
In spite of these highly, visible human
rights abuses, the debate in the West
over the Middle East crisis has framed
these acts as unique policies of Israel,
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of the nationalistic ideologies behind

acceptable

nagitimate
tional defense.
The continuing
Dan Hanson
war against the
people of Gaza in the name of fighting
Hamas, marked by crimes such as the
use of white phosphorus on the civilian population and a civilian casualty
rate that surpasses that of Hamas terrorism against Israelis by a factor of
over 00 to one, has been waged on a
level that is increasingly described as
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ian people that
vastly transcend

fense Force has by any definition vastly
eclipsed that committed by Palestinian
militant factions. This double standard is reflected in popular acceptance
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In the past 10 years, the level of ter
rorism committed by the Israeli De-
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Wooster and the surrounding restaurants to collaborate and expand our dinning options.
The opportunity to travel
off campus for lunch or dinner would lead students to feel
happier about the meal plan we are given and would most likely cut down on
all of the
travels to fast food
late-nig-

ht

of the businesses we would now visit with our newly
designed C.O.W. cards would benefit
drive-thru- s.

Also, all

greatly. With all of these positive opportunities, it seems impossible to turn
this idea down.
Lisa Hazelton is a contributor for the
Voice. Site can be reached for comment at

LHazeUonllwooster.edu.
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India arts school opens eyes to varied cultural studies
Kipaya Kapiga
Web Editor

with local Indian students, some of
whom have been specializing in one
art form since the age of nine.
beThe field experience in India will
As the study abroad program
also
serinclude a student-designcomes and more a more popular part
in
vice
small
Indian
a
town
project
of the college experience, faculty at
that received the aid and volunteer
Wooster are finding more innovative
support from Wooster in the afterways to help students get that expemath of the 2004 tsunami.
rience. Wooster in India, a new proHuston-Findle- y
and Tritt are the
gram that starts this fall, will mix a
three-weevisionaries behind the program.
k
seminar in the fall with a
initially explored
long field experience in India during Huston-Findle- y
the possibility of doing a program at
winter break 201 1.
The seminar entitled "Exploring the College that would incorporate
India at Home and Abroad Through both a class as well as a field experithe Arts" will focus on the arts and ence abroad while she worked as part
different lenses through which one of the Hales Fund.
The fund, established by College
can view them, including religious,
President Grant Cornwell in honor
historical and philosophical perspecof former college President Stan
tives. Although the course will be
taught by two professors from the Hales, was designed to support eftheatre and arts department at the forts to make Wooster a more global
and campus and enabled Huston-Findle- y
College Shirley Huston-Findle- y
to visit India, where she first enKim Tritt, it is open to students of
countered the art and culture of the
all academic backgrounds.
The field experience in southern southern part of the country.
admits
Although Huston-Findle- y
India will take place in two different
states: Kerala and Tamil Nadu and it's hard to know what to expect, she
will include a visit to Dakshinachi-tr- a, hopes that students who have completed the program will return to
a folk art village in Tamil Nadu
Wooster in the spring semester with
sell,
crelocal
where
artists come to
a greater fluency in their conversain
local
order
to
art
ate and share
tions, and discussions about art in
preserve the folk art of the region.
In Kerala, students will attend India and the strong ties between it
Kalamandalam, an arts university and the culture of southern India.
Huston-Findle- y
believes that there
specializing in classical dance, muis
a large distinction between the
sic and theatre.
Students in the
program will stay at the university Western arts tradition that is heavand get a chance to interact directly ily influenced by Aristotle. The off-ed

"
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Students from an arts university in India perform a dance of the folk art of the region. The scene reflects what
students enrolling in the new India seminar will encounter over their visit (Photo by Shirley
Huston-Findley- ).

campus experience has consequently
been structured to expose the students as much as possible to an Indian art tradition that is intridately
tied to, and indeed, inseparable from
significant religious and philosophical texts.
to Huston-Findle- y,
According

Wooster in India isn't just one of the
latest courses offered with an integrated
component. The
timing and location- - of the
component were chosen to coincide with a number of art festivals
and events happening in Kerala and
Tamil Nadu.
off-camp-

us

off-camp-

us

President Cornwell recently returned from a visit to India where he
met with alumni and parents.
The College has recruited students from the region for decades,
according to a press release. This
education is happily
reciprocated.
cross-cultur-

al

Scottish dancers deserve recognition
Emily Bartelheim

Features Editor
There are

a few groups around
Wooster's campus that don't get as

much recognition as they should.
One of them is The College of
Wooster Scottish Highland Dancers,
which has been at the College for at
least 35 years. This past semester
they had eleven dancers with Lisa
Wollenberg '11 and Betsy Drake '11
leading the group.
Highland dancing evolved from
forms of sword dancing that were
performed by warriors in medieval
Europe. The dances were performed
at banquets before Swedish King
John III. They were so popular, the
Highland dances were created.
These events were held throughout the year in Scotland and other
countries as a way of celebrating
Scottish and Celtic culture and heritage, especially that of the Scottish
Highlands. Here, the dances were
first performed as we know them

J
J.

1

,"---

-

today.

Lisa Wollenberg '11 performs the sword dance at a football game with

Heather

Kirk '12 and Anne

Somers

'11 (Photo by Harrison Wilson).

There are four different uniforms
worn while dancing. The highland
dance outfit (tartan kilt, black velvet jacket and tartan wool socks) is
worn most often. The national cos

tume, the aboyne, is also a plaid or
tartan fabric but has a gathered skirt
instead of the kilt, also accompanied
by a velvet best and white blouse.
According to Wollenberg, they
have two other uniforms that are
n:
less
the sailor costume
for the Sailor's Hornpipe and the jig
costume for the Irish Jig, which is a
red or green skirt with a white shirt.
All but one of the College's Highland Dancers' routines are done with
soft shoes
the Irish Jig, which
makes fun of stereotypical
Irish people is performed with
shoes that have clicks on the bottom.
The College of Wooster Scottish
Highland Dancers dance at all College band concerts and home football games in the fall. They also appear at events in downtown Wooster
and various gigs on campus, such as
well-know-

hot-head- ed

Tartan day

in

mid-sprin-

g.

Wollenberg and Drake began participating in the Highland Dancers
in the spring of their first years at
the College, while also simultaneously learning Irish dancing with
the Blackbirds.
Wollenberg said, "It takes a lot
of work to perfect the dances, but it
is not hard to pick up the basics if
you are willing to learn something

strange and new."
Drake added, "I think the spring
semester one hour of practice per
week will get most people in shape
to learn almost anything."
There is currently a beginners'
group session that meets Wednesdays 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. and
Thursdays 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., in
which students learn two to three
dances throughout the semester.
The marching band group performs about six dances throughout
the semester, with the symphonic
band group topping out at about 12
dances.

Drake says the group "is a great
opportunity for people to learn about
Scottish dance in a relaxed fashion."
I didn't know that "the dancers
even made appearances at band concerts, let alone learn up to 12 different dances in a semester, so I'm sure
there is a plethora of other fellow
students that were not aware of this
either.
The College of Wooster Scottish
Highland Dancers are one of the
many groups that make this school
so unique. Students and community
members can show thier support of
the dancers' efforts by coming out to
see what they're all about.

Summer in Ecuador: learning beyond the classroom
For the students of the Wooster
Summer in Ecuador program, the
summer never really ended. After
their experience in Ecuador, the student participants have been inspired
to take what they learned and give
back to The College of Wooster
community.
Led by Dr. Lyn Loveless, professor of biology, the Wooster Summer
in Ecuador program consisted of a
course in the spring of 2010 focusing on conservation biology in the
tropics.
Topics of study included development issues in Ecuador, resource
conservation, biodiversity and natural habitat protection.
In the summer, the class spent
three weeks in Ecuador, visiting
several different locations, including
Quito, the Intag Cloud Forest Reserve and Santa Rosa.
When the students returned to
campus in the fall of 2010, they reunited for an Ecuadorian dinner.
Afterwards, they were inspired to
dinner to share
plan a campus-wid- e
and teach the
experiences
their own
conservaabout
campus community
Ecuador.
tion efforts in

4

carbon credits in order to prevent
the extraction of oil in Ecuador.
The students visited the Yasuni
National Park during their field experience.
The students also plan to host
screenings of several films that they
watched during their class.
If they can obtain the rights to
the film, the next screening will be
of "Under Rich Earth," a film about
copper mining in Ecuador.
Last Wednesday the students
screened "Crude," a documentary
about a lawsuit filed by some Ec

"

"

"

1

Senior Staff Writer

The students hope to host the dinner some time this coming April, and
they are currently planning it with
the business office and the Ambassadors program.
They would like to make the dinner a fundraiser for a conservation
group in Ecuador, but are still exploring different options and organizations.
Ideally, the dinner would be held in
the same time frame as two upcoming seminars featuring speakers with
knowledge of Ecuadorian conservation efforts.
One speaker is Rudy Geliss, an
ornithologist that traveled with the
group in Ecuador, and the other is
Douglas McMeekin, founder of the
Yachana Foundation, an organization that works to provide education
and options for sustainable living in
the Amazon region of Ecuador.
In addition to hosting the dinner
and speakers, the students will decorate the Lowry art wall the week before spring break.
The art wall will feature pictures
and insights from their trip, as well
as information about conservation
organizations and efforts in Ecuador,
such as the Yasuni Initiative.
According to Sarah Uschak '11,
this initiative allows people to buy

1

Emily Tarr

"

uadorians against the oil company
Chevron. The students saw much
of the damage portrayed in the film
firsthand.
"All of the damage, oh it was horrible, in their backyards, in the rivers... We saw the flare pits from the
oil refineries, we could even see in
some places oily, rainbow looking
water and it was really apparent that
these people were being so negatively influenced by the oil companies
coming in," said Uschak.
For Uschak, the film and her field
experience also shed light on anoth

er significant effect of oil companies
in Ecuador: they have caused division among the Ecuadorian people.
Some Ecuadorian citizens support
the oil companies because they bring
in jobs, education and medical care,
while others oppose the companies
because of the harm they cause to
the natural environment and the
health risk they pose to Ecuadorian
people.
As the experiences of the students
show, understanding conservation

efforts requires both
a cultural lens.

a biological and

.
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Theater and Dance IS. pieces don't disappoint I
George Myatt
A&E Editor

Alex Dereix
Voice Staff

when a character made a decision

or

physical movement the emotions of
the characters were contained in the
body of the performer, allowing the
audience to imagine for themselves
what their world looked like

WednesdayFriday
Performances
With five Senior Independent Study
productions performed over a four-da- y
period, each show was carefully placed
together in order to reflect the mood
and mode of the unique performances. A dance piece by Lindsay Phillips,

along with devised performances by
Owen Reynolds and Jackie Komos
were showcased on Wednesday and
Friday, while acting recitals by Nina
Takacs and George Myatt were performed on Thursday and Saturday.
This gave each audience a chance to
experience a wide variety of styles in

Part two of the performance began
when Reynolds left the theatre and a
recording of his voice boomed over
the speakers. A beautiful projection
of a forest and other scenes was displayed on a screen, providing a simple
point of reference for the audience
to note where the location was. This

gazing around at the beauty of the
country. The scene switched with a
single light illuminating Ilibagiza
(Jasmine Verreen '13) on her knees,
praying desperately for salvation with
a
delivery that transported you right into Ilibagiza's war-togut-wrench-

maintaining a consistent character
and a friendly rapport with the audience. Takacs" choices for "Our Town"
by Thorton Wilder, helped the audience focus on the acting through the
use of uniform costuming throughout
the cast and minimal props. The cast's
stoicism added to focus on the central

ing

rn

world.

There were moments w here the dialogue felt fragmented and incomplete,

duction was phenomenally performed
but lacked a sense of flow through the
entire production.

performance.
Phillips' original dance piece, The
Regular Season," was an intricate and
precise composition set to the music of
Igor Stravinsky's "The Rite of Spring,"

ihe second halt ot the evening
was devoted to Mvatt's "The Electric
- Current." This piece' focused on defuv
ing gender roles in a patriarchal

played through an old record player.
Surprisingly, you could hear the music
in the Shoolroy Theatre with a volume

dance with careful timing and attention to detail, evident through colorful
shadows of red, blue and purple on the
backstage wall. It was nice to see an optical illusion of three different shadows
projected through those colors.
Though each second of movement

of the dancers seemed simple at first,
it quickly became more difficult and
challenging, with the dancers noticeably sweating by the end of the number. I was not only impressed with
Phillips' detailed choreography, but
also with the endurance and intensity
of the dancers. Each performer was focused on delivering during every second of the piece, which did not slow

so-

He introduced his piece with a
monologue, which sent a
wave of electricity through the theatre
through his dynamic dialogue and use

ciety.
self-writt-en

that did not blast spectators' ears out
Phillips choreographed this modern

'

-
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-
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Performers from Phillips' Senior Independent Study dance
piece The Regular Season" (Photo by Alyssa Wilmot).

of props, with male and

female man
nequins set to illustrate the purpose of
his piece. The show's first scene from
Richard's Greenberg's Take Me Out,"

helped illustrate the thesis of Myatt's
mode of storytelling also included a
more elaborate use of lights and dark
music. The actors switched roles in
this environment, reinforcing the notion of Casey being a gender neutral
name. I liked Reynolds' presentation

of the different modes of storytelling. I think he produced a fine piece of
work that demonstrated how a performance sometimes only needs a basic
set of lights and actors in order to the
tell a story. The audience didn't have
to think about why a different mode of
down for a full 20 minutes.
storytelling was coming into the picAfter Phillips' presentation of her ture; it was easy to interpret how stopiece, Reynolds delivered a devised
rytelling can change all components
performance called "The Legend of
of the environment it is performed in.
The final production that night was
Casey," an epic adventure of heroes,
villains and triumph. With Reynolds
another devised performance by Komos titled "Kuvugurura." Meaning
as the narrator, the audience was in"renewal" in Kinyarwanda, ""Kuvutroduced to two different styles of
story telling. In part one, Reynolds sat gurura" depicted events from Komos's
fall 2010 visit to Rwanda where she
amongst the audience while the charmet Immachulee Ilibagiza, a woman
acters, wearing masks, Casey (Miles
who survived the 1994 Rwanda genoBatson '12) and the old woman (Casey
cide by hiding in a 3x4' bathroom for
actions
the
of
pantomimed
Biggs '11)
the story. Interestingly, each moment 91 days. Komos's tale began by walkmimed by the actors only occurred
ing on stage barefoot with luggage,'

on the floor, it was as if she was trying to protect herself with them. But
with the aid of PowerPoint slides,
we noticed that these circles were a
representation of the spots of blue
jcolored bricks, detailing where damage to the home was done during the

the
entire piece in a different setting
world of baseball. While the acting

genocide. Komos delivered a powerful
performance as she recounted how she

Churchill, left audiences a bit confused.
The acting was over the top by all who

learned from Ilibagiza how to look to
God for strength and find the courage
to forgive those who have committed
crimea

performed in this scene, adding to the
initial nonsensicality in the scene and

ThursdaySaturday
Performances
Schoolroy Theatre was again
transformed into a location for theatricality and electricity on Saturday night by Nina Takacs '11 and
George Myatt '11.
In Takacs' production "Terminus,"
the audience was instantly captivated
by Takacs' and Reynolds rendition of
the grotesque yet fun song 'A Little
Priest" from Steven Sondheim's musical "Sweeney Todd."
Reynolds'
and Takacs' voices easily mastered
Sondheim's very difficult music while

was a little forced, it was a good etlbrt
by both Myatt and his scene partner,
Matthew Simpson I t. Myatt s choice
of cross casting himself in his scene
choice from "Cloud Nine" by Caryl

as though she had personally experi-

Voice

Staff

The vagina. Every female has one.
It is not often discussed, acknowl-

enced the content of her monologue.
Each performance was relatable
and transcended the confines of the
stage to bring the audience to a place
of happiness, anger, love, fear, and
vulnerability that her character was
experiencing.

had the
performance
crowd in stitches as she described the
painful processes that women put vagiBen-Zv-

i's

nas though when all it wants is to read,
get out, have sex and eat chocolate.

Similarly, "Reclaiming Cunt" also
had the audience shouting out loud,
although this time they were shout
ing the word cunt as
The Vagina Monoloud
as possible.
logues" by Eve Ensler
Alison
Wadleigh's '10
was presented by The
energetic
performance
Feminist Advocacy Orhad women in the room
ganization (FAO) as part
reclaimand
yelling
a campaign
of
ing a word that is often
that aims to stop violence
thought to be dirty or foragainst women and girls.
bidden. Instead she avidly
aims to raise
i
spoke about how even the
atand
bring
awareness
sound of the word "cunt"
as
such
issues
to
tention
should invoke positivity.
slavand
sex
rape, battery
The Vagina Monoits
campaigns
ery though
did not rest on
logues"
This
and creative events.
humor
shock value or
or
rendition of The Vagina
show
a
and blisssimple
Monologues" brilliantly
ful
femininpicture
of
exposed womanhood . in
addressed
It
ity.
a dark
all its glory.
side,
abuse
focusing
on
It was standing room
)
fear
and
as
well.
Caroline
only in the Underground
Catlin ' 14 and Charlotte
and the crowd, mostly
Shapiro's '13 rendition
made up of women, exof "My Vagina Was My
citedly buzzed for the
K
Village" was moving and
show to begin. The lights
poignant.
dimmed and for the next
Written about rape as
hour and a half females
. a war tactic, it was an afreigned supreme. The
show was made up of 12
Robyn Tream '11 delivers a powerful per fecting performance that
uncovered how a woman
blended
that
monologues
formance (Photo by Linda Kuster '11).
once saw her vagina as
the
with
the hysterical
beautiful, but now sees it
heartbreaking.
deep and
as
tainted
by
torn apart and shamed
Vagina,"
performed
Yassi
"My
Angry
director
It was clear that
Ben-Zct
and
war.
a
was
though
Loni
rape
direc'13,
assistant
Davoodi '11, and
view
"Crooked
Braid,"
a
of
of
told
the
point
performed by
from
had
piece
spent
tor Katie Markovich '12
'14,
the
Alex
Deriex
to
focused
From
on domestampons
vagina.
woman's
time choosing piece? presenting the
it
violence.
the
tic
Deriex's
at
OBGYN,
lips
performance
horrible
duck
vagina as a symbol of empowered
.'showed the pain of. being trapped
womanhood.' Each performer spoke is hp wonder that it would be angry.

edged or even mentioned, but Monday's performance of The Vagina
Monologues" pushed it center stage.
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pitch-perfe-

Tus Way

Music Was Born
I

lift my spirits and push

i

Li

i

forward
to my next
me

Gi:orge Myatt

destination,
monster dance tracks do the trick.
My favorite playlist, "Ready, Set,
Miiive," includes songs by Jennifer
Lopez, Rihanna, Madonna, Britney
Spears and Beyonce. Each of these
artists is known for producing some
of the greatest pop songs of all time,
and my ears and dancing feet agree.
Yet, the mother of all monster
dance tracks released another single
last week, giv ing the world a preview of a new direction of pop music. On Friday, Feb. 11, Lady Gaga
released her latest single "Born This
Wav." While her next album, also
enititled "Born This Wav," will not
drop until May, Gaga has left her
"little monsters" plenty of hints and
clues within the single to preview of
what's to come.
Hits from her last two albums,
"The Fame" and "The Fame Monster" have been mostly very dark
and mysterious, leaving it up to the
general public to interpret what she
was professing through her lyrics.
This time however, the superstar has
released a piece of art that finally
is musically brighter and moving.
There are so many different melodies within the music of "Born this
Way,"

I

was shocked.

helping support Myatt's thesis. The
strongest selection in Myatt's piece was
from Tony Kushner's 'Angels in Ameri-

a powerful bass beat that
sounds almost like drums, so this
is clearly a song destined for the

ca." The rapport between Myatt and
his scene partner; Kevin Glass 'I t, was
honest and refreshing. It was interest
ing to w atch the two actors interact in
such an authentic way. .
.
... m

dance club. Accompanying this
powerful down beat is a beautiful
string of rock-tune- d
guitars and
sassy arvd" whimsical synthesizers that project .out high and low
notes. I admit, it's hard to describe
what kind of soundwaves these
synthesizers (or electronic instruments) make in the song, but they
hit your soul at its core, forcing
you to dance and rejoice for accepting yourself
What also makes this song special
is how it reaches out to members of
the worldwide LGBT community.
She characteristically sings in one of
the verses, "No matter gay, straight,
or bi, lesbian, transgendered lifeI'm
on the right track babyI was born
to survive." As an openly gay man,
these lyrics reinforce my belief that
no matter the peril, you have to find
a way to be honest with yourself and
your identity.
Simply, own it. You're unique and
special, so you can't let someone
else bring you down. This is w hat
music is suppose to do: deliver a
message of hope and reassurance
that there is nothing wrong with
you. There are too many songs in
the world that scream sex, heartbreak and getting drunk. The

.

Overall, Saturday's performances were well put together by both
Takacs and Myatt and kept the audience on their toes.
George Myatt

7 , an Arts and Entertain-

ment Etlitur jbr the Voice, did not contribute
to any reporting done by Alex
tlte Thursday

Doris

Satunlay perfimnaiu

'lifir

es.

Vagina Monologues proves hysterical, heartbreaking
Sarah Hunt

5

walk to class or lunch listen
ing to the music on my iPod touch
almost everyday. What I tune into
changes on
a daily basis.
But if I ever
need to listen
to a track to

actors in the scene and helped consistently maintain a separation between
life and the afterlife. The tour de force
of the production had to be Takacs'
monologue' from the title play Terminus" by Mark O'Rowe. Her matter of
fact speaking style, and mastery of the
surreal and poetic monologue drew in
the audience to share with her character's journey. Overall, Takacs' pro-

a purposeful devise from Komos to
grab the audience's attention to focus
on the power of the words she spoke.
When Komos drew blue chalk circles
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GEORGE MYATT

in a cycle of abuse, and how simple
things, like taking solace in cutting

her husband's hair as a sign of
rebellion, can be empowering to
those caught in the cycle.
Jasmine Verreen's '13 rendition
of "The Little Coochi Snorcher that
Could" was a perfect blend of humor
and darkness. The monologue follows the life of a young girl, starting
at age six until age 16, her rape at the
age of 10 and her sexual awakening

ofT

at age 16.

Verreen skillfully drew the audience in with her portrayal of this
growing girl who felt that her vagina was a place where you could
not touch. You could feel the fear of
a child through her depiction of invasion anil pain of being raped by a
family friend.

On the happier side, Verreen composed a blissful scene for her character that was full of excitement from
being sexually awakened by another
older woman.
Other performances by Isabella
Briggs '13, Annie Jaeb '14, Hannah
Rothman '13, Margaret Trainof.'13,
Robyn Trem '11, Sara FalkofT '11,
Courtney Foster '12, Maria Louisa Cox '12 and Abbi Heimach '11
brought many in the crowd to their
feet in a standing ovation at the end
of the night.
The Vagina Monologues" was
able to capture the audience's attention with its humor, depth of emotion and loyalty to the empowerment
of the vagina. If you missed it, hope
this is a
it comes back next year
production that cannot be ignored.
FAO should be commended for beautifully presenting these strong and
moving performances.

There's

instrumentation

over-process- ed

g.
can become
Gaga
avoids this trend in this song by
opening the door for everyone, no
matter hisher identity to look inside and see the possibility of be
ing proud of yourself.
As she roars through the chorus
with her sensational pipes, you can
feel the power of her message and
fierce loyalty of equal rights. Try
finding an artist w ho can deliver that
kind of musicality. Head on over to
iTunes and buy the single now. Your
soul and dancing feet will thank you.
over-bearin-

George Myatt is an Arts & Entertainment Editor for the Voice. He can
be reached for comment at GMyattll
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"No Strings" gets tangled in formula and unrelatable leads
used some serious work. After scoring a hole in one at mini golf, Emma
raises her club above her head and
screams, "That hole is my bitch!"
This line would have worked for

Libba Smith
StaffWriter
Adam (Ashton Kutcher) is a struggling television producer. Emma
(Natalie Portman) is a medical student with a full schedule. The two
meet several times over the course
of their lives until discovering that
they now both live in the same city
in California.
They are attracted to each other,
and the usual romantic comedy solution would be for them to start a
immediately;

romance

r

Will Ferrell, maybe, but not for
Portman. It comes off as completely
forced. I was not expecting Shakesprepartee, but some lines
eare-level
that could be genuinely delivered
would have sufficed. There are no
segments of cute, funny banter, no
The wordplay is
witty
completely lacking.
The biggest triumph of "No
Strings Attached" is the supporting

i

one-line- rs.

however, "No

cast. Kevin Kline plays Adam's father,

Strings Attached" skips the formalities and plunges them immediately
into a friends with benefits relationship, in which they text each other at
any time of day or night for the sole
purpose of having sex.
Of course, they can't remain "sex
friends" forever, and the most refreshing aspect of the movie is that Adam
falls in love first. Too many romantic
comedies show the man relentlessly
denying his feelings until he realizes that the woman of his dreams
has been quietly waiting for him in
the wings, hoping he will come to
his senses; in "No Strings Attached,"
the roles are reversed. Adam falls for
Emma from the beginning, but she
denies him a real relationship until it
is almost too late.
Emma remains somewhat grounded
throughout the movie, and her workaholic attitude makes the audience un- -

perpetually immature
friend to his son; he is ridiculous but
endearing. The supporting women
in the story are all amusing, including Mindy Kaling of "The Office"
Lake
and criminally
Bell as an overly chatty workaholic
producer. Chris Bridges, on the other
hand, seems to be involved simply for
the sake of having Ludacris in a movie, because the man cannot act.
The movie's finale, when Adam and
Emma inevitably reunite and realize
that they genuinely love each other,
is charming, but totally predictable.
The same can be said for "No
Strings Attached" as a whole. For all
its minor successes, the movie still
succumbs to formula and banality. As
far as recent rom-cogo, this has
be
to
one of the year's most
a

self-suppos-

under-the-rad-

Lets talk about sex: Ashton Kutcher and Natalie Portman appear in a promotional shot for
their film "No Strings Attached" (Photo by AP).
derstand that she really does not have

reveals that she is terrified of relationships. This confession is supposed to make her more human, but
overall her character is too stiff to
be relatable. Her performance is une.
Portman
characteristically
won't be following up her tremen- dous performance in "Black Swan"
with another Oscar nomination for
"No Strings Attached."
In the other half of the couple, we

time for a genuine relationship.
However, Emma on the whole is a
slightly confusing character. When
Adam tries to flirt with her, or even
blatantly seduce her, her
over-the-t-

sexual
unbelievable
Conversely,

aggression
and
in

not
typical

archetype" fashion, she

is

op

m

seen in so many date movies, perpetually cheerful but lacking any real discerning or quirky character traits.

one-not-

random,

convincing.
"wounded-girl-who-buries-herself-in-her-w-

have Adam, who has to be one of the
blandest male leads in rom-cohistory.
He is the lovestruck puppy dog you've

ork

eventually

.

In this movie, there is none of
Kutcher's usual swagger or vulnerability to be seen. Adam is sweet, but
he's not very fun to watch.
The dialogue of the film could have

ed
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How to carry style with you everyday...
Five weeks into the spring semester, midterms are looming and final Senior Independent Study deadlines are in sight. In such pressing academic times, it is almost
impossible for many not to carry an entire library on their back. As the snow final-

thaws, Wooster students are making it their mission to cast off boring bags, as
a wave of exceptionally stylish backpacks and messenger bags hit campus. This
week, WSS catches a few photos of these chic carry-allly

s.

Photos by UndaKuster
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Women's basketball gets first conference victory in OT
rapan '14.
Oberlin's Malisa Hoak and Allison
Anderson would answer with their

Travis Marmon
Sports Editor
women's basketball
Theearned
its first North

team
Coast

own layup and

session.

The majority of overtime was fairly
even. Wingen began the period with
four made free throws, but Warlich

me

l- -n

cut the deficit with a three.
As the Scots nursed a
nt
lead with over a minute left, Karley
Walker '14 nailed a jumper to give
Wooster a
4
advantage. From
then on, the Yeowomen would foul
on every possession, but to no avail.
Wooster nailed seven of the last eight
free throws to seal the victory.
Unfortunately, Wooster could not
string another strong performance
together when it traveled to Springfield, Ohio on Saturday to take on
Wittenberg University (11-1- 2,
6
NCAC). Despite 14 points from
Keegan and 12 rebounds from Wingen, the Scots were buried by their 27
turnovers, which lead to 25 Tigers'
points in what would be a
blowout, 79-5-0.
Wittenberg's Kath-eriHoughter and Jaclyn Willough-b- y
scored 19 points each. Wooster
one-poi-

(7-1-

NCAC)

9

15-- 2.

The two teams opened the game
with strong runs. Wooster took a
20-- 9
lead to start the game before
the Yeowomen scored the next eight
points to make it 20-1-7.
The Scots
held a 26-2-3
lead at halftime. The
teams reversed roles in the second
half, as Oberlin began with a 17-- 6 run
to take a 40-3-2 lead.
With 12 minutes left, Samantha
Sulzer '14 hit a jumper which ignited
the Scots as they started an 1
run.
to gain a 3 advantage. Oberlin's
Kelly Warlich hit two free throws to
give the Yeowomen a
nt
lead,
but Wooster would regain the advantage after a layup by Wingen and a
three-poi- nt
basket by Suvi Puripatta- 1-

respec-

with a three to give Wooster a two-poi- nt
advantage with 22 seconds left,
but Warlich tied the game up with 12
seconds to go and forced the extra

66-5-

2--

er,

tively, to give the Yeowomen a 49-4-8
lead. Taylor Keegan '1 1 followed that

Athletic Conference victory last week,
topping the Yeowomen of Oberlin
College 7
in overtime in Oberlin, Ohio. Forward Jessica Wingen
'13 led all scorers with 19 points and
contributed eight rebounds as part of
a two-gastretch that earned her
NCAC Player of the Week honors.
The Scots 9,
NCAC) took
advantage of their 21 trips to the free
throw line, making 20 shots, while
their bench outscored Oberlin's 5,
(3-1-

three-point-

57-5-

6--

-2

43-4-

one-poi-

29-po- int

ne

-

Keegan brings the ball up court in the matchup against the Kenyon College Ladies (Photo
by Linda Kuster).

hosted Allegheny College (14-- 8- -4
NCAC) on Wednesday after press
time, and will close its season tomorrow in Timken Gymnasium against
Ohio Wesleyan University (12-1-

son against Wabash College. '
However, the Scots roared out of
the gate with a 19-- 2 run to start the
second half, and they never looked
back. Ian Franks '11 led the team-wit-

NCAC) at 5:30 p.m.
The men's week followed a simi-

points, while Nathan Balch
'11 contributed 13 of his own on the
way to a
2
victory over the Yeomen. This would set up a match-u- p
of top 25 teams as the fourth-rankScots travelled to number 25 Wittenberg (17-- 5, 13-- 1 NCAC) on Saturday.
Wooster looked dominant for most
of the game, taking a 2 lead into
the half and increasing the deficit to
as much as 14 during the second period. But with memories of their Jan.
22 collapse against the Scots on their
minds, the rival Tigers played suffocating defense to end the game.
Wrhile Wittenberg's Clayton Black
scored a career-hig- h
30 points,
Wooster did not make a field goal
during the last eight minutes, scoring just four points on as many free
throws in the final three minutes of
the game.
The Tigers took the lead for good
when Chris Sullivan made a three-poi- nt
shot with just under three minutes to go. Wittenberg would close
the game on a 15-- 4 run to defeat the
Scots 2 and take sole possession
of first place in the NCAC.
Wooster rebounded from the loss
on Tuesday when it hosted Kenyon
College 4,
NCAC) in Tim-ke- n
Gymnasium. The Scots had little
trouble disposing of the Lords.
Kenyon started the game up
2,
Wooster then went on a 0 run

8,

1,

8--

4

lar pattern. At Oberlin 1,
NCAC) on Feb. 9, Wooster (22-- 2,
13-- 2
NCAC) found itself trailing 30-2-8
at the half, looking sluggish coming off of their first loss of the sea- (2-2-

1--

13

16

79-6-

ed

42-3-

76-7-

(9-1-

Keisha Butler "12 passes the ball to teamate Suvi Puripattarapan '14 in Wooster's basket- uoii ycnne aydin&i me renyuii ouiieye iauies moio Dy Linaa rojsierj.
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73-5-

52-4-

58-4-

by Franks.

Franks led all scorers with 24
points, including 7 shooting from
the free throw line. Justin Hallow-el- l'
7--

12

added

19

points and eight

re-

bounds. Balch also got to double digits with 10 points.

The Scots' defense was rock solid
all game, limiting the Lords to
3-- 18

shooting from beyond the arc and
blocking six shots. Wooster also
out-reboun-

Kenyon
Wooster will end their regular

ded

47-3- 6.

sea-

son against Ohio Wesleyan (14-10--4
NCAC) tomorrow in Timken
Gymnasium at 7:30 p.m. The NCAC
tournament will begin on Tuesday, as
the Scots will try to position themselves for a run in the NCAA Division
III Tournament.
There is a poll up on the NCAA's
website for the tournament asking
the public if they think that this will
be the year that Wooster takes home
its first men's basketball championship. Playing with a target on their
back, the Scots will have to work exceedingly hard to do it.
9,

.

i--

..

-.v

on

'.--

i

three-pointer-

1

'
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h

24

As far as the defending AL champion Texas Rangers are concerned,
the loss of Lee to the Phillies may
profoundly alter their pitching stall"
but their line-u- p still looks to be one
of the most powerful in the league
containing the likes of designated
hitter Michael Young and outfielder
Josh Hamilton.
As for Cleveland fans, although the
Indians did not make any major offseason moves a healthy lineup with
the likes of Shin-So- o
Clioo and the
possible return of Grady Sicinore
gives Cleveland a shot in a weak AL
Central Division.
Even though baseball lias
ti
overshadowed for years by the pow-- .
r and prestige of the NFL, this
;
and the current labor we s
f the NI'L have treated the p. k t
for America's a:u:i-tii'- ii
j
to be drawn hack to the svi t:
of ise t ball. Labor stoppages
r
had a rough hislory for pr
k
a:hl ;:cs and they often
,M!t rt I'
l:;o irg away for v.! ti. ular r
.
'11
I
nsomething
knows all to.

lock-

and

1--

Wooster started the second half with
a 15-- 4 run (including a stretch of
s)
three consecutive
and
never found themselves challenged by
Kenyon on the way to a 8 victory.
Kenyon played hard during the second half, but it became obvious that
the game was far out of reach when
a
1
Wooster lead became a 1
lead on two baskets by Balch and one

-

J

1

1

gh

and never trailed for the remainder of
the game.
lead into the break,
Taking a 3
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Track andfield kicks off Tennis starts off the season right
had in the distance medley relay at the

Graham Zimmerman
Sports Editor

Championships. The relay team set a
new school record with a 12:50.1 1 finish time, more than three seconds bet-

Last Saturday, a select few Wooster
track and field athletes traveled to
Gambier, Ohio to battle against the
best competition in the state at the
Championships. This championship brings together the best
track and field atheletes of Div. Ill
sports in Ohio.

ter than the previous record.
The men's squad only qualified

'13
Abena
led Wooster and tied for second in the
high jump at five feet,

College won the
women's meet while Ohio Wesleyan
University took first place in the
men's competition.
The entire squad .will return to
competition this Saturday when they
travel to Gambier, Ohio to compete in
the Kenyon Classic.
The first outdoor meet will take
place March 1 8, as Wooster travels to
Tampa, Florida over spring break to
compete in the Bulls Invitational.

'14, and Kevin
DeGroot '13 finished eighth in the
distance medley relay with a time of
Luke

All-Oh- io

Boamah-Acheampo-

for

one race at the championships. Micah
Caunter '12, Benjamin Althaus '11,
Hutching-Goet-

z

10:46.75.
Baldwin-Walla-

ng

three-nd-a-h- alf

inches.

Not only was this her best showing
so far this season, but she also came
within one inch of tying the school
record.
finish does not highA sixth-plalight the success that Erin Plews-Og'13, Taylor Morgan '13, Keslie
Herring '12 and Meredith Shaul '12
ce

an

ce

7--

6--

(7-5-

6--

2--

6--

Rucincki

The

non-conferen-

6-- 3,

6--

7

(6-8-

),

6--

1

and Paul

Thomas '14 defeated Tyler Starcher

men's tennis team has given Wooster fans a lot to look
forward to so far this season. It was
important for the Scots to start the
seaon off right this year after losing to Ohio Wesleyan University
in the North Coast Athletic Conference consolation semifinals last year.
With two victories against
opponents already this season, the Scots have begun to build up
a sense of optimsim for the future of
the Scots' tennis season.
Last fall the Scots competed in a
match against the University of Mount Union.
Although Wooster lost two out of
the three doubles matches, it claimed
four of the six singles matches.
Nick Biniker '12 beat Yasuhiro

6-0,- 6-0.

In addition to this narrow victory
in the fall season, the Scots managed

to pile onto their season win total
with a win over Malone University
on Feb. 5 of this year.
Once again the Scots narrowly escaped defeat by posting a 4 victory
over their opponent.
Landon Moore's
Despite first-ye- ar
'14 loss to Nathan Davis and John
Schulz's loss to Alex Steinmetz, the
Scots managed to dominate the singles matches.
Nick Biniker '12 defeated Hunter
2,
6,
Zack Rotter deAtkins 3,
0,
feated Andrew Rearick
Sam
Susanin '13 defeated Jeff De Witt
and David Greetham '13 de
5--

ce

pre-seas- on

6--

6--

4--

6-- 1,

.

6--

6-1,- 6-0

0.
feated Joss Celuch
lost two of
Scots
In doubles the
and
Moore
their three matches.
Cair,
David
Biniker lost to Davis and
6-- 1,

8--

3

6--

Schulz and Susanin lost to At-

kins and Steinmetz and Rotter and
itt
Greethanm defeated Rearick and
De-W-

8--

3

Those losses did not prevent the
Scots from ultimately taking the
match in a 5- -4 victory.
nt
These victories may seem
over the course of an entire
season but there can be little doubt
that these close victories are helping to build player confidence as the
Scots begin their season.
On Feb. 16 the Scots will face
University and on Feb. 20
the Scot will face Wabash College.
After these matches the Scots will
travel to Hilton Head, South Carolina to compete in a tournament over
spring break.
insig-nifiga-

Ot-terb- ein

Swimming competes at NCACs

ouyi:i:i;i;

:v, ih;i:

),
Anno 2,
Zack Rotter '14
6
6,
defeated Patirck Yackmack 3,
1,
John Schulz '14 defeated Braden

Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor

Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor
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The men's and women's swimming
teams have a lot to be proud of after an impressive performance at the
North Coast Athletic Conference
Championships last week. The women finished in the top half of the
eight-tea- m
field with a fourth place
finish just behind Allegheny College.
This finish was due in large part
to impressive performances by Melissa Haug '12 and Kate Hunt '13
in the 200-ya- rd
butterfly. Haug finand
ished foyrth
Hunt finished fifth.
Haug's sister Priscilla Haug '12 gave
the Scots another impressive perforbackstroke
mance in the 200-yar-d
with a sixth place finish.
Caroline Hanson '13 also performed well with a seventh place finish in the 200-yabreaststroke.
In distance freestyle, Mariah
'14, Kara Markham '14, Sarah Rudawsky '13 and Mary Nappi
'13 represented the Scots with finishes of 13th, 15th, 17th and 18th
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places, respectively.

starter Roy Ilalla-da- y
lias won two Cy

rc:ter has

ce

astated by injury
a concussion
in-claa-

tlie last five seasons
and fellow starter
Cole Haraels was
the 2C33 Vcild Series MVP.

h:

one-met-

l:!aey Crosby. It is

one-met-

C

v.t.3 a result

cf

200-met-

er

El-Ada- wy

The NP.A's
WVilend
is heri', and I for one am looking
forward to it. While the
All-St-

I: en dev-

The men also faired well at the
NCAC Championships with a fifth-plafield. The
finish in a nine-tea- m
Scots were led by diver Luke Kne-zev-ic
'12, who finished third place in
er
both the
and three-met- er
board competitions.
His teammate Ryan O'Dell '14 finer
ished tenth in the
competition. In the
backstroke
Alex LaJoie '13 and Adel
'11 advanced to. the consolation finals
finishing in 13th and 14th place.

The Wooster swimming and diving teams have had a tough
season but they managed impressive finishes in the NCAC
'
championships (Photo by Linda Kuster).
The Wooster men
fifth in the

also finished

relay as Peter
Parisi '13, Imre Namath '13, Brett
Dawson '11 and
finished
with a time of 3:12.10. Kevin Audet
'12 led the Scots in the 1650 yard
freestyle finishing 17th and Peter
Hause' 13 led the team in the 200-ya- rd
butterfly.
Joe Wilch finished 19th overall in
200-yabreast stroke and Brendan
400-ya-

rd

El-Ada- wy

rd
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is

mean-
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finished 20th in the

100-ya- rd

This fifth-plafinish is a very
impressive mark for a young Scots
team that has struggled to perform
this season.
With many impressive young
swimmers filling the ranks Scots fans
should look forward to a very bright
future for The College of Wooster
swimming and diving teams.
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